In this paper we define complete fuzzy metric space and proved that a fuzzy topologically complete subset of a fuzzy metric space is a  G set and prove that a converse of Sierpinsky theorem by showing that any  G set in a complete metric space is a topologically complete fuzzy metrizable space (Alexandroff Theorem).
of the most important problems in fuzzy topology is to obtain an appropriate concept of fuzzy metric space. This problem has been investigated by many authors from different points of view. In particular, George and Veeramani [2] have introduced and studied a notion of fuzzy metric space. Furthermore, the class of topological spaces that are fuzzy metrizable agrees with the class of metrizable-topological spaces (see [2] and [4] ). This result permits Gregori and Romaguera to restate some classical theorems on metric completeness and metric (pre) compactness in the realm of fuzzy metric spaces [4] , [5] and [6] .
In this paper we consider modified fuzzy metric space introduced by George and Veeramani [2] , [3] .
In [1] , we proved that a fuzzy topologically complete subset of a fuzzy metric space is a  G set (Sierpinsky Theorem). In this paper we prove a converse of Sierpinsky theorem by showing that any  G set in a complete metric space is a topologically complete fuzzy metrizable space (Alexandroff Theorem). Two typical examples of continuous t-norm are a*b =ab and a*b=min (a,b). The concept of fuzzy metric space is defined by George and Veeramani as follows [2] . Definition 1.2. A 3-tuple (X, M, *) is called a fuzzy metric space if X is an arbitary (non -empty) set , * is a continuous t-norm , and M is a fuzzy set on
, satisfying the following conditions for each x,y,z X and t ,s >0, 
Main Result
Lemma 2.1. Let (X,M,*) be a fuzzy metric space and let
then there exists a fuzzy metric m on X such that m(x,y,t)   , for each x,y  X and t>0 and m and M induce the same topology on X. Proof. We define m(x,y,t)=max , { M (x, y,t)}. We claim that m is fuzzy metric on X. The properties of (1), (2) , (3) and (5) 
(f is undefined if X-G is empty, but then there is nothing to prove.) Fix an arbitary s>0 and for
for each t>0. We claim that m is fuzzy metric on G. The properties (1), (2) , (3) and (5) We show that m and M are equivalent fuzzy metrics on G. We do this by showing that m(x n ,x,t)  1 if and only if M(x n ,x,t)  1. Since m(x,y,t)  M(x,y,t) for all x,y  G and t>0 , M(x n ,x,t)  1whenwver m(x n ,x,t)  1 . To prove the convers, let M(x n ,x,t)  1, we know from [7] 
